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“VISION FUELS MOTIVATION AND GOALS FUEL EXECUTION.”

18 MONTH VISION Using the area prompts above, spend 15 - 30 minutes writing or typing your vision. 
Describe it as though it has already happened. What does it look like, feel like, 
sound like? Include emotions you’ll feel and actions you will have taken. What will it 
mean to you when you realize this vision?

PRIORITY GOALS Using the exercise above, Identify a total of three goals that MUST be achieved if 
you hope to realize your vision. Use this formula to create three clear priority goals: 
(e.g. from [current state] to [future state] by [date].)

O.N.E. Once you have created your priority goals, identify the ONE Goal to immediately 
focus on. This is your Objective Necessary to Execute or O.N.E. and should be the 
most immediate obstacle between where you are today and where you want to be. 
(your vision)

TO-DO LIST Your vision, priority goals and O.N.E. will direct your daily effort. The first habit to 
develop is to ensure work on your O.N.E. is reflected in your daily “to do” list.

Consistently review your vision, update it and ensure that your daily “to-do” list 
reflects your effort to move it forward.

The correct approach to pursuing your vision begins with writing it down and 
connecting it to your objective necessary to execute (O.N.E.) for short term progress.

Being controlled in your vision means pursuing it with daily intention and effort 
while establishing sustainable progress toward it.

BE CONSISTENT

BE CORRECT

BE CONTROLLED

1.
2.
3.

A clear vision uncovers priorities and goals which then shape choices and actions. Achievement is
most likely to occur when these are aligned and continuous focus is possible.

IN PRACTICE
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